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The belief decision tree (BDT) approach is a decision tree in an uncertain environment where the
uncertainty is represented through the Transferable Belief Model (TBM), one interpretation of the
belief function theory. The uncertainty can appear either in the actual class of training objects or
attribute values of objects to classify. From the procedures of building BDT, we mention the aver-
aging and the conjunctive approaches.
In this paper, we develop pruning methods of belief decision trees induced within averaging and
conjunctive approaches where the objective is to cope with the problem of overﬁtting the data in
BDT in order to improve its comprehension and to increase its quality of the classiﬁcation.
 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In recent years, many learning techniques are used to ensure classiﬁcation. Among
them, decision trees are considered as one of the eﬃcient classiﬁcation techniques applied
successfully in many areas such as expert systems, medical diagnoses, speech recognition,
etc. They can also be used in other ﬁelds like marketing, ﬁnance, industry, etc. Decision
trees have become popular in the area of machine learning.0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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environment characterized by uncertainty in data. In order to overcome this limitation,
many researches have been done to adapt standard decision trees to this kind of environ-
ment. The idea was to introduce theories that could represent uncertainty. Several kinds of
decision trees were developed: probabilistic decision trees [19,20], fuzzy decision trees
[32,28], belief decision trees [6,9,30,31] and possibilistic decision trees [2,13,14]. In our
work, we will focus on belief decision trees developed in [9].
The belief decision tree approach is a decision tree technique adapted in order to handle
uncertainty about the actual class of the objects in the training set and also to classify
objects characterized by uncertain attributes. The uncertainty is represented by the Trans-
ferable Belief Model (TBM), one interpretation of the belief function theory. It is consid-
ered as a useful theory for representing and managing uncertain knowledge introduced by
[4,22]. It allows to express partial or total ignorance in a ﬂexible way. The belief function
theory is appropriate to handle uncertainty in classiﬁcation problems especially within the
decision tree technique. So, BDT is based on both the decision tree technique and belief
function theory to handle uncertainty.
When a belief decision tree is built within the averaging or conjunctive building proce-
dures from real world databases, many of branches will reﬂect noise in the training data
due to uncertainty. The results are many of undesirable nodes and diﬃculty to interpret
the tree. Our aim is to overcome this problem of overﬁtting in belief decision tree. In order
to reduce the size and to improve the classiﬁcation accuracy.
Pruning is a way to cope with this problem. So, our objective in this work is to prune
belief decision tree. ‘‘How does tree pruning work?’’ there are two common approaches to
tree pruning. Methods that can control the growth of a decision tree during its develop-
ment are called pre-pruning methods, the others are called post-pruning methods. In
post-pruning approach, grow the full tree, allow it overﬁt the data and then post-prune
it. It requires more computation than pre-pruning, yet generally leads to a more reliable
tree. So, the beneﬁcial eﬀects of a post-pruning approach have attracted the attention of
many researches, who proposed a number of methods like minimal cost-complexity prun-
ing [3], reduced error pruning [18], critical value pruning [15], pessimistic error pruning
[18], minimum error pruning [16] and error based pruning [21]. However, all these methods
deal with only standard decision trees and not with BDT.
In this work, we focus on post-pruning approach to simplify the BDT. Pre-pruning has
been developed in [10] by improving the stopping criteria concerning the value of the selec-
tion measure in BDT using a discounting factor which depends on the number of objects
in a node and in [6] where impurity measure, based on evidence-theoretic uncertainty
measure, is used to grow the tree and has the advantage to deﬁne simultaneously the prun-
ing strategy. It allows to control the complexity of the tree, thus avoiding overtraining.
This latter has been extended to multiclass problems in [30]. So, we suggest to develop
post-pruning methods based on one method of post-pruning approach to prune the
BDT in averaging and conjunctive approaches introduced in [16] in order to reduce the
complexity and to increase the quality of classiﬁcation.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the basic concepts of decision trees,
Section 3 provides a brief description of basics of belief function theory as explained by the
TBM. In section 4, we describe the BDT within averaging and conjunctive approaches.
Then, in Section 5, we present the description of our pruning belief decision tree methods
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pruning, after pre-pruning introduced in [10] and after our post-pruning methods.
2. Decision trees
A decision tree is a ﬂow-chart-like tree structure allowing to determine the class of an
object given known values of its attributes. The visual presentation makes the decision tree
model very easy to understand. It is composed of three basic elements:
1. A decision node specifying the test attribute.
2. An edge corresponding to one of the possible values of the test attribute outcomes. It
leads generally to a subdecision tree.
3. A leaf which is also named an answer node, including objects that, typically, belong to
the same class, or at least are very similar.
For what concerns a decision tree, the developer must explain how the tree is con-
structed and how it is used:
• Building the tree: Based on a given training set, a decision tree is built. It consists in
selecting for each decision node the appropriate test attribute and also to deﬁne the
class labeling each leaf.
• Classiﬁcation: Once the tree is constructed, it is used in order to classify a new instance.
We start at the root of the decision tree, we test the attribute speciﬁed by this node. The
result of this test allows us to remove down the tree branch according to the attribute
value of the given instance. This process is repeated until a leaf is encountered and
which is characterized by a class.
Several algorithms for building decision trees have been developed such as ID3 and its
successor C4.5 algorithm [17,21]. We can also mention the CART algorithm [3]. In addi-
tion to these non-incremental algorithms, many incremental building decision trees algo-
rithms have been proposed such as ID5 [29].
The formalism for building decision trees is referred to top down induction of decision
tree (TDIDT) since it proceeds by successive divisions of the training set where each divi-
sion represents a question about an attribute value.
A generic decision tree algorithm is characterized by the next parameters:
1. The attribute selection measure: A critical parameter, generally based on the informa-
tion theory [23], for building decision trees. It allows determining the best attribute
for each node, in order to partition the training set T. We can for instance mention
those suggested by Quinlan: the information gain [17] and the gain ratio [21].
2. The partitioning strategy: The current training set will be divided by taking into account
the selected test attribute. In the case of symbolic attributes, this strategy consists in
testing all the possible attributes values, whereas in the case of numeric attributes, a dis-
cretization step is generally needed [12].
3. The stopping criteria: Generally, we stop the partitioning process if one of the following
situations is presented:
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• No further attribute to test.
• All the remaining attributes have no informational contribution.The choice of these parameters makes the major diﬀerence between decision tree
algorithms.
2.1. The C4.5 algorithm
C4.5 is a supervised learning algorithm developed by Quinlan as successor of ID3 algo-
rithm. The C4.5 algorithm uses the gain ratio criterion as the attribute selection measure.
This parameter is expressed as follows:
Gain ratioðT ;X Þ ¼ GainðT ;X Þ
Split InfoðT ;X Þ ð1Þ
GainðT ;X Þ ¼ InfoðT Þ  InfoX ðT Þ ð2Þ
Where InfoðT Þ ¼ 
Xn
i¼1
freqðCi; T Þ
jT j log2
freqðCi; T Þ
jT j ð3Þ
and InfoX ðT Þ ¼ 
X
v2DðX Þ
jT Xv j
jT j InfoðT
X
v Þ ð4Þ
Split InfoðT ;X Þ ¼ 
X
v2DðX Þ
jT Xv j
jT j log2
jT Xv j
jT j ð5Þ
where T is a training set and each instance in T belongs to one class from the set of nmutu-
ally exclusive and exhaustive classes. InfoðT Þ represents the entropy of a set T of instances.
freqðCi; T Þ denotes the number of objects in the training set T belonging to the class Ci. T Xv
denotes the training subset of T containing objects whose attribute X has v as value and
DðX Þ is the domain of the possible values of the attribute X. GainðT ;X Þ is deﬁned as
the expected reduction in entropy resulting from partitioning T according to X.
SplitInfoðT ;X Þ represents the potential information generated by dividing T into jDðX Þj
subsets. So, GainratioðT ;X Þ expresses the proportion of information generated by the split
that appears helpful for classiﬁcation.
The gain ratio of each attribute is computed and the one presenting the highest value
will be selected.
The diﬀerent steps of the C4.5 algorithm are summarized as follows:
1. If all instances belong to only one class, then the decision tree is a leaf labeled with that
class.
2. Otherwise,
• Select the attribute that maximizes GainratioðT ;X Þ.
• Split the training set T into several subsets, one for each value of the selected
attribute.
• Apply the same procedure recursively for each generated subset.
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In this section, we brieﬂy review the main concepts underlying the belief function theory
as interpreted by the Transferable Belief Model (TBM). This theory is appropriate to han-
dle uncertainty in classiﬁcation problems especially within the decision tree technique.
3.1. Deﬁnitions
The TBM is a model to represent quantiﬁed belief functions [25]. Let H be a ﬁnite set of
elementary events to a given problem, called the frame of discernment [24]. All the subsets
of H belong to the power set of H, denoted by 2H.
The impact of a piece of evidence on the diﬀerent subsets of the frame of discernment H
is represented by a basic belief assignment (bba).
The bba is a function m : 2H ! ½0; 1 such that:X
AH
mðAÞ ¼ 1 ð6Þ
The value m(A), named a basic belief mass (bbm), represents the portion of belief commit-
ted exactly to the event A.
Associated with m is the belief function, denoted bel, corresponding to a speciﬁc bba m,
assigns to every subset A of H the sum of masses of belief committed to every subset of A
by m [22]. Contrary to the bba which expresses only the part of belief that one commits to
A without being also committed to A.
The belief function bel is deﬁned for A  H;A 6¼ ; as
belðAÞ ¼
X
;6¼BA
mðBÞ ð7Þ
The plausibility function pl quantiﬁes the maximum amount of belief that could be given
to a subset A of the frame of discernment. It is equal to the sum of the bbm’s relative to
subsets B compatible with A.
The plausibility function pl is deﬁned as follows:
plðAÞ ¼
X
A\B 6¼;
mðBÞ 8A  H ð8Þ
Another function is used basically to simplify computations namely the commonality
function q [1] is deﬁned as follows:
qðAÞ ¼
X
AB
mðBÞ 8A  H ð9Þ
The basic belief assignment (m), the belief function (bel), the plausibility function (pl) and the
commonality function (q) are considered as diﬀerent expressions of the same information [5].
3.2. Combination
Handling information induced from diﬀerent experts (information sources) requires an
evidence gathering process in order to get the fused information. In the transferable belief
model, the basic belief assignments induced from distinct pieces of evidence are combined
by either the conjunctive rule or the disjunctive rule of combination.
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then the bba representing the combined evidence satisﬁes [26]:
ðm1 m2ÞðAÞ ¼
X
B;CH:B\C¼A
m1ðBÞm2ðCÞ ð10Þ
This rule can be simply computed in terms of the commonality functions as follows:
ðq1 q2ÞðAÞ ¼ q1ðAÞq2ðAÞ ð11Þ
where q1 and q2 are respectively the commonality functions corresponding respectively
to the bba’s m1 and m2.
2. The disjunctive rule: When we only know that at least one of sources of information is
reliable but we do not know which is reliable, then the bba representing the combined
evidence satisﬁes [26]:
ðm1 m2ÞðAÞ ¼
X
B;CH:B[C¼A
m1ðBÞm2ðCÞ ð12Þ3.3. Discounting
In the transferable belief model, discounting allows to take in consideration the reliabil-
ity of the information source that generates the bba m. For a 2 ½0; 1, let ð1 a) be the
degree of conﬁdence (‘reliability’), we assign to the source of information. If the source
is not fully reliable, the bba it generates is ‘discounted’ into a new less informative bba
denoted ma:
maðAÞ ¼ ð1 aÞmðAÞ for A  H ð13Þ
maðHÞ ¼ aþ ð1 aÞmðHÞ ð14Þ3.4. Decision making
In the transferable belief model, holding beliefs and making decisions are distinct pro-
cesses. Hence, it proposes two level models:
• The credal level where beliefs are represented by belief functions.
• The pignistic level where beliefs are used to make decisions and represented by proba-
bility functions called the pigninstic probabilities denoted BetP [27] and is deﬁned as
BetP ðAÞ ¼
X
BH
jA \ Bj
jBj
mðBÞ
ð1 mð;ÞÞ for all A 2 H ð15Þ4. Belief decision trees
A belief decision tree is a decision tree in an uncertain environment where the uncer-
tainty is represented by the TBM. In our work, we focus on BDT proposed in [9] where
there are two approaches of building. These latters deal with only symbolic attributes.
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Quinlan and based on the gain ratio criterion [21].
• The conjunctive approach [8] represented ideas behind the TBM itself and based on a
distance criterion.
We will use the following notations:
• T: a given training set composed by p objects Ij, j ¼ 1; . . . p,
• S: a set of objects belonging to the training set T,
• X: an attribute,
• H ¼ fC1;C2; . . . ;Cng: the frame of discernment made of the n possible classes related to
the classiﬁcation problem.
• mHfIjgðCÞ: the bbm given to the hypothesis that the actual class of object Ij belongs to
C  H.4.1. Belief decision tree parameters
In this section, we deﬁne the major parameters leading to the construction of the belief
decision tree where objects may have uncertain classes.
4.1.1. The attribute selection measure
The major parameter ensuring the building of a decision tree is the attribute selection
measure allowing to determine the attribute to assign to a node of the induced BDT at
each step.
4.1.1.1. Averaging approach. Under this approach, the attribute selection measure is based
on the entropy computed from the average pignistic probabilities computed from the pig-
nistic probabilities of each instance in the node. The following steps are proposed to
choose the appropriate attribute:
1. Compute the pignistic probability of each object Ij by applying the pignistic transforma-
tion to mHfIjg.
2. Compute the average pignistic probability function BetPHfSg taken over the set of
objects S. For each Ci 2 H,
BetPHfSgðCiÞ ¼ 1jSj
X
Ij2S
BetPHfIjgðCiÞ ð16Þ
3. Compute the entropy InfoðSÞ of the average pignistic probabilities in the set S. This
InfoðSÞ value is equal to:
InfoðSÞ ¼ 
Xn
i¼1
BetPHfSgðCiÞlog2BetPHfSgðCiÞ ð17Þ
4. Select an attribute X. Collect the subset SXv made with cases of S having v as a value for
the attribute X. Then, compute the average pignistic probability for objects in subset
SXv . Let the result be denoted BetP
HfSXv g.
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InfoX ðSÞ ¼
X
v2DðX Þ
jSXv j
jSj InfoðS
X
v Þ ð18Þ
where DðX Þ is the domain of the possible values of the attribute X and InfoðSXv Þ is com-
puted using BetPHfSXv g.
6. Compute the information gain provided by the attributeX in the set of objectsS such that:
GainðS;X Þ ¼ InfoðSÞ  InfoX ðSÞ ð19Þ
7. Using the split Info, compute the gain ratio relative to attribute X:
Gain RatioðS;X Þ ¼ GainðS;X Þ
SplitInfoðS;X Þ ð20Þ
where
Split InfoðS;X Þ ¼ 
X
v2DðX Þ
jSXv j
jSj log2
jSXv j
jSj ð21Þ
8. Repeat the same process for every attribute X belonging to the set of attributes that can
be selected. Next, choose the one that maximizes the gain ratio.4.1.1.2. Conjunctive approach. The conjunctive approach is based on an intra-group dis-
tance quantifying for each attribute value how strongly objects are close from each others.
The diﬀerent steps upon this attribute selection measure ensuring the building of a decision
tree are the following ones:
1. For each training object, compute:
KHfIjgðCÞ ¼  ln qHfI jgðCÞ 8C  H ð22Þ
from the bba mHfIjg.
2. For each attribute value v of an attribute X, compute the joint KHfSXv g deﬁned on H,
the set of possible classes by
KHfSXv g ¼
X
Ij2SXv
KHfIjg ð23Þ
3. For each attribute value, the intra-group distance SumDðSXv Þ is deﬁned by:
SumDðSXv Þ ¼
1
jSXv j
X
Ij2SXv
X
CH
ðKHfI igðCÞ  1jSXv j
KHfSXv gðCÞÞ2 ð24Þ
Thanks to the property of the commonality functions, the conjunctive combination rule
can be written as a product, and even better, the logarithm of commonality functions of
combination is the sum of the logarithms of the commonality functions entered into the
conjunctive combination.
4. Compute SumDX ðSÞ representing the weighted sum of the diﬀerent SumDðSXv Þ relative to
each value v of the attribute X:
SumDX ðSÞ ¼
X
v2DðX Þ
jSXv j
jSj SumDðS
X
v Þ ð25Þ
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diﬀerence between SumDðSÞ and SumDX ðSÞ:
Diff ðS;X Þ ¼ SumDðSÞ  SumDX ðSÞ ð26Þ
where
SumDðSÞ ¼ 1jSj
X
Ij2S
X
CH
KHfI igðCÞ  1jSjK
HfSgðCÞ
 2
ð27Þ
6. Using the Split Info, compute the diﬀ ratio relative to the attribute X:
Diff RatioðS;X Þ ¼ Diff ðS;X Þ
Split InfoðS;X Þ ð28Þ
7. For every attribute repeat the same process, and choose the one that maximizes the diﬀ
ratio.4.1.2. Partitioning strategy
The partitioning strategy for the construction of a belief decision tree is similar to the
partitioning strategy used in the classical tree. Since we deal with only symbolic attributes,
we create an edge for each value of the attribute chosen as a decision node.
4.1.3. Stopping criteria
Four strategies are proposed as stopping criteria:
1. If the treated node includes only one instance.
2. If the treated node includes only instances for which the mHfI jg’s are equal.
3. If all the attributes are split.
4. If the value of the applied attribute selection measure (using either the gain ratio or the
diﬀ ratio) for the remaining attributes is less or equal than zero.4.1.4. Structure of leaves
Each leaf in the induced tree will be characterized by a bba. According to the used attri-
bute selection measure:
• Using the averaging approach, the leaf’s bba is equal to the average of the bba’s of the
objects belonging to this leaf.
• Using the conjunctive approach, the leaf’s bba is the result of combination of the bba’s
of objects belonging to this leaf using the conjunctive rule.4.2. Belief decision tree procedures
Like the standard decision tree, the belief decision tree is composed of two principal
procedures: the building or the construction of the tree from training objects with uncer-
tain classes and the classiﬁcation of new instances that may be characterized by uncertain
or even missing attribute values.
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Building a decision tree in this context of uncertainty will follow the same steps presented
in C4.5 algorithm. Furthermore, this algorithm is generic since it oﬀers two possibilities for
selecting attributes by using either the averaging approach or the conjunctive one.
4.2.2. Classiﬁcation procedure
Once the belief decision tree is constructed, it is able to classify an object described by
an exact value for each one of its attributes [7], we have to start from the root of the belief
decision tree, and repeat to test the attribute at each node by taking into account the attri-
bute value until reaching a leaf. As a leaf is characterized by a bba on classes, the pignistic
transformation is applied to get the pignistic probability on the classes of the object to
classify in order to decide its class. For instance, one can choose the class having the high-
est pignistic probability. Belief decision trees also deal with the classiﬁcation of new
instances characterized by uncertainty in the values of their attributes. The idea to classify
such objects is to look for the leaves that the given instance may belong to by tracing out
possible paths induced by the diﬀerent attribute values of the object to classify. The new
instance may belong to many leaves where each one is characterized by a basic belief
assignment. These bba’s are combined using disjunctive rule of combination in order to
get beliefs on the instance’s classes.
5. Pruning belief decision tree methods
A belief decision tree is a classiﬁcation technique based on decision trees within the
framework of belief function theory. Inducing a belief decision tree may lead in most cases
to very large trees with bad classiﬁcation accuracy and diﬃcult comprehension. Several
pruning methods have been developed to cope with this problem including minimal
cost-complexity pruning [3], reduced error pruning [18], critical value pruning [15], pessi-
mistic error pruning [18], minimum error pruning [16] and error based pruning [21]. All
these methods deal with only standard decision trees and not with BDT. So, our objective
is to adapt one of these post-pruning methods in order to simplify the belief decision tree
and improve its classiﬁcation accuracy. In our work, we will choose minimal cost-com-
plexity pruning (MCCP) to adapt for pruning belief decision trees. This pruning method
is appealing because it performs well in terms of size pruned tree and accuracy. It also pro-
duces a selection of trees for the expert to study. It is helpful if several trees, pruned to
diﬀerent degrees are available.
This section is dedicated to the presentation of our pruning belief decision tree methods
in averaging and conjunctive approaches based on MCCP. We start by explaining how
this method works in a certain case, then we present our pruning methods in an uncertain
case and in both approaches.
5.1. Minimal cost-complexity pruning in certain case
The MCCP, was developed by Breiman et al. [3]. This method is also known as the
CART pruning algorithm. It consists of two steps:
1. Generating a series of increasingly pruned trees fT 0; T 1; T 2; . . . ; T ng.
2. Selecting the best tree with the lowest error rate on separate test set.
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lowest increase in error rate per pruned leaf denoted a.
a ¼ RðtÞ  RðT tÞ
NT  1 ð29Þ
where NT is the number of leaves in a node and NT  1 is the number of pruned leaves.
• RðtÞ is the error rate if the node is pruned, which becomes a leaf belonging to only one
class. It is the proportion of training examples which do not belong to this class.
• RðT t) is the error rate if the node is not pruned. It represents the average of the error
rates at the leaves weighted by the number of examples at each leaf.
The method works as follows:
1. Compute a for each (non-terminal) node (except the root) in Ti.
2. Prune all the nodes with the smallest value of a, so obtaining the tree T iþ1.
3. Repeat this process until only root is left yields a series of pruned tree.
4. The next step is to select one of these as the ﬁnal tree. The criterion for selection of the
ﬁnal tree is the lowest mis-classiﬁcation rate on independent data set. This selection is
based only on testing set accuracy.5.2. Minimal cost-complexity pruning in uncertain case
In this section we will propose our pruning belief decision tree methods in averaging
and conjunctive approaches based on standard minimal cost-complexity pruning (MCCP).
5.2.1. MCCP in averaging approach
Our objective is to develop a pruningmethod based on standardminimal cost-complexity
pruning to prune belief decision tree in averaging approach. To prune a node in MCCP, we
compute the error rate if the node is pruned or not. To do this, wemust know at each node or
leaf, the number of objects belonging to each class. However, in a belief decision tree, the
class of the objects are represented by a basic belief assignment and not by a certain class.
The idea is to use the pignistic transformation. It is a function which can transform the
belief function to probability function in order to make decisions from beliefs. This func-
tion is used to build the belief decision tree in averaging approach. So, we will transform
beliefs on classes to a distribution of probability at each node or leaf to know the propor-
tion of each class.
In this section, we propose the following steps to prune the belief decision tree by adapt-
ing MCCP.
1. For each node in the belief decision tree, compute the pignistic probability of each
object Ij by applying the pignistic transformation to mHfI jg.
2. Compute the sum pignistic probability function BetPHfSg taken over the set of objects
S belonging to a node N. For each Ci 2 H,
BetPHfSgðCiÞ ¼
X
Ij2S
BetPHfI jgðCiÞ
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In this way, we can compute the number of errors of each node. It is the sum of objects
not allocated to the class which occurs most frequently.
3. Compute the error rate if the node is pruned, which becomes a leaf.
RðtÞ ¼
P
Ci2HðBetPHfSgðCiÞÞ MaxðBetPHfSgðCiÞÞ
jT j ð30Þ
where the sum of BetPHfSgðCiÞ represents the number of objects belonging to the node.
MaxðBetPHfSgðCiÞÞ represents the number of training objects belonging to the class
which occurs most frequently. So, the diﬀerence is the number of errors and jTj is
the number of training objects.
4. Compute the error rate if the node is not pruned.
RðT tÞ ¼
X
RðiÞ for i ¼ sub-treeleaves ð31Þ
5. Compute the increase in error per pruned leaf, denoted a_ave.
a ave ¼ RðtÞ  RðT tÞ
NT  1 ð32Þ
where NT represents the number of leaves in the node and NT  1 is the number of
pruned leaves.
6. Repeat the same process for every node in the belief decision tree only the root.
If a node has the lowest a_ave, starting pruned it and obtaining the ﬁrst pruned tree.
The node becomes a leaf represented by the average bba relative to the objects belong
to it.
Continue this process until the root is left, yields a series of pruned trees.
In the selection phase, from the series of pruned trees select the best tree with the lowest
error rate on testing set.
Example 1. To explain how to compute the value of a_ave of a node in an uncertain
context, we take a node N containing three instances and has two leaves. I1 and I2 belong
to leaf F1 and I3 belongs to the other leaf F2. This node is taken from a BDT induced from
training set of 10 instances. The class of each object is represented by a bba mHfIjg are
deﬁned as follows:
mHfI1gðC1Þ ¼ 0:7; mHfI1gðHÞ ¼ 0:3;
mHfI2gðC1Þ ¼ 0:6; mHfI2gðHÞ ¼ 0:4;
mHfI3gðC1Þ ¼ 0:95; mHfI3gðHÞ ¼ 0:05:
Compute the pignistic probability of each object Ij (see Table 1).
The node N has 2.5 objects of class C1, and 0.25 of class C2 and 0.25 of C3. The must
frequently class is C1 and 0.5 is the number of errors. So, with pignistic transformation we
can make a decision.
The error rate if the node is pruned (see Eq. (30)):
RðtÞ ¼ 3 2:5
10
¼ 0:05;
Table 1
Computation of BetPHfSg
C1 C2 C3
BetPHfI1g 0.8 0.1 0.1
BetPHfI2g 0.74 0.13 0.13
BetPHfI3g 0.96 0.02 0.02
Sum ¼ BetPHfSg 2.5 0.25 0.25
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RðT tÞ ¼ RðF 1Þ þ RðF 2Þ ¼ 0:46
10
þ 0:04
10
¼ 0:05;
The increase in error per pruned leaf, denoted a_ave (see Eq. (32)):
a ave ¼ 0:5.2.2. MCCP in conjunctive approach
In this section, we propose our second pruning belief decision tree method based on the
conjunctive approach. This method should be closer to the TBM itself like in the building
method. The conjunctive approach of building BDT is based on an intra-group distance
used in the attribute selection measure and quantifying for each attribute how strongly
objects are close from each others. Knowing what ‘nice’ property should be satisﬁed by
the instances in a leaf once the tree is build. Ideally, they should belong to the same class,
but their actual classes are unkonwn. So, all objects in a leaf have bba’s that are close to
each others. Thus, a distance between bba’s is required.
With MCCP in a certain case, we start pruning the nodes having the lowest increase in
error rate on training set if it will be pruning (nodes have the minimum a) because pruning
a node leads to an increase in error rate on training set. So by analogy, our idea is to start
pruning nodes having the lowest increase of distance between bba objects on classes with
pruning. Since, pruning will lead to an increase in the distance between bba’s objects on
classes. The distance between bba’s objects in a node is superior than the distance of its
leaves.
We propose the following steps to prune belief decision tree in conjunctive approach
based on MCCP.
1. Compute the distance if the node is pruned, denoted by DðtÞ. It represents the sum of
distances separating each bba training instance on classes belonging to the node. This
distance between training objects is used in the attribute selection measure for the con-
junctive approach [9].
DðtÞ ¼ 1jSj
X
Ij2S
X
CH
KHfIjgðCÞ  1jSjK
HfSgðCÞ
 2
ð33Þ
where
KHfIjgðCÞ ¼  ln qHfIjgðCÞ 8C  H ð34Þ
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between objects in the leaves. Pruning leads to an increase in the distance between bba’s
objects.
3. Divide this increase by the number of leaves, we obtain the increase in distance by
pruned leaf, denoted by a_conj.
a conj ¼ DðtÞ  DðT tÞ
NT  1 ð35Þ
where NT is the number of leaves in the node and NT  1 is the number pruned leaves.
4. Repeat the same process for every node in the belief decision tree only the root.If a node
has the lowest a_conj starting pruned it and obtaining the ﬁrst pruned tree. The node
becomes a leaf represented by the conjunctive bba relative to the objects belong to it.
Continue this process until the root is left, yields a series of pruned trees. In the selection
phase, from the series of pruned trees select the best tree with the lowest error rate on test-
ing set.
Example 2. Let us continue with the last example to explain how compute the value of
a_conj for the same node N composed of three objects I1, I2 and I3 and has two leaves. The
class of each object is represented by a bba mHfIjg.
The distance between bba’s objects if the node is pruned:
DðtÞ ¼ 1
3
X
Ij2S
X
CH
KHfIjgðCÞ  1
3
KHfSgðCÞ
 2
¼ 5:078;
The distance between bba’s objects if the node is not pruned:
DðT tÞ ¼ DðF 1Þ þ DðF 2Þ ¼ 0:1241þ 0 ¼ 0:1241;
where DðF 1Þ is the distance between bba’s of the instances I1 and I2 belonging to the leaf
F1, and DðF 2Þ is equal to 0 because the leaf F2 has one instance.
The increase in distance per pruned leaf:
a conj ¼ 5:078 0:1241
2 1 ¼ 4:9541;6. Experimentation and simulation
In our experiments, we have performed several tests and simulations on real databases
obtained from the U.C.I. repository and have only symbolic attributes: Wisconsin Breast
Cancer database, Balance Scale Weight, Congressional Voting, Solar, Zoo and Nursery
databases available in.1 These databases have diﬀerent numbers of cases from 101
instances to 12960 instances, diﬀerent numbers of attributes from 3 to 17 attributes and
diﬀerent numbers of classes from two classes to seven classes.
These databases are modiﬁed in order to include uncertainty in classes.1 http://www.ics.uci.edu/mlearn/MLRepository.html.
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Instances with partially known classes are usually eliminated from the databases. The
belief decision trees are essentially built to handle uncertain classes where their uncertainty
is represented by a bba given on the set of possible classes. These bba’s are created artiﬁ-
cially. They take into account three basic parameters:
• The real class C of an object.
• Degree of uncertainty
– No uncertainty: we take P = 0
– Low degree of uncertainty: we take 0  P 0.3
– Middle degree of uncertainty: we take 0:3  P 0.6
– High degree of uncertainty: we take 0:6  P  1For each object’s class, its bba has almost two focal elements:
1. The ﬁrst is the actual class C of the object with bbm, mðCÞ ¼ 1 P (P is a probability
generated randomly).
2. The second is a subset h of H (generated randomly) such that the actual class of the
object under consideration belongs to h and every of the other class belongs to h with
probability P. mðhÞ ¼ P .
A larger P gives a larger degree of uncertainty.
6.2. Evaluation criteria
The relevant criteria used to judge the performance of our pruning methods are as
follows:
1. The size characterized by the number of nodes and leaves in the belief decision tree.
2. The PCC represents the percent of correct classiﬁcation of the objects belonging to test-
ing set. In the framework of belief decision trees, leaves are charecterized by bba’s. For
each testing instance, we determine its corresponding leaf and we look for the most
probable class corresponding to this leaf using the pignistic probability computed from
the leaf’s bba.
3. The distance criterion allowing to take into account all the beliefs characterizing the
leaf’s bba. It compares the pignistic probability induced from the testing instance’s
bba and its real class [11].
The distance criterion for a testing instance Ij belonging to a leaf L (its bba is mHfLg) is
deﬁned as follows:
dist critðI jÞ ¼ DistanceðBetPHfLg;CðIjÞÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
ðBetPHfLgðCiÞ  dj;iÞ2 ð36Þ
where the real class of the testing instance Ij is CðIjÞ, and dj;i ¼ 1 if CðIjÞ ¼ Ci and 0
otherwise.
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0 6 dist critðIjÞ 6 2 ð37Þ
Next, we have to compute the average total distance relative to all the classiﬁed testing
instances denoted dist_crit. So, we get:
dist ¼
P
Ij in classified instances
distðI jÞ
total number of classified instances
ð38Þ
The PCC and distance are considered as classiﬁcation accuracy criteria. Accurate BDT
with high PCC and low distance.
6.3. Results
Diﬀerent results carried out from these simulations will be presented and analyzed in
order to evaluate our proposed pruning methods for certain and uncertain cases.
1. The certain case: The ﬁrst case tests the eﬃciency of the pruning method in Quinlan
algorithm when there is no uncertainty in classes by applying the averaging approach.
2. The uncertain case: The second case tests the eﬃciency of our pruning methods in both
averaging and conjunctive approaches with many levels of uncertainty (low, middle and
high).
Let us remind that our objective is to reduce the size and improve the classiﬁcation
accuracy of belief decision tree based on averaging and conjunctive approaches by pruning
it. So, we compare the size, PCC and distance of BDT without pruning, with pre-pruning
and with applying our post-pruning methods. In the introduction, we mentioned that there
are two pre-pruning procedures applied on BDT. The ﬁrst presented in [10] and the second
in [6]. We will choose for comparison the ﬁrst procedure to be coherent with averaging and
conjunctive approaches of building.
Each data set is divided into 10 parts. Nine parts are used as the training set, the last is
used as the testing set. The procedure is repeated 10 times, each time another part is chosen
as the testing set. This method called a cross-validation permits an unbiased estimation of
the evaluation criterion. So, the mean of size, PCC and distance of BDT of 10 times K-10
folds cross-validation is presented in experimental results.6.3.1. Results of the certain case
Tables 2–4 summarize the diﬀerent results relative to Cancer, Balance, Vote, Solar, Zoo
and Nursery databases for the certain case. So, we compare the mean of size, PCC and the
distance criterion of BDT without pruning (Size.bef.Prun, PCC.bef.Prun, Dist.bef.Prun),
with pre-pruning (Size.aft.Pr.Prun, PCC.aft.Pr.Prun, Dist.aft.Pr.Prun) and with applying
our post-pruning method in averaging approach (Size.aft.Pt.Prun, PCC.aft.Pt.Prun,
Dist.aft.Pt.Prun).
From these tables, we can conclude that our pruning method in certain case has good
results for each evaluation criteria. From Table 2, there are an improvement of the mean
size of the tree in all databases. For example, in Cancer database, the mean size goes from
274 items to 123 items. For Balance database, the mean size of the induced tree goes from
Table 2
Experimental measures [certain case (mean size)]
Database Size
bef.Prun aft.Pr.Prun aft.Pt.Prun
Cancer 274 151 123
Balance 326 265 109
Vote 57 34 29
Solar 421 301 256
Zoo 89 53 47
Nursery 398 261 176
Table 3
Experimental measures [certain case (mean PCC)]
Database PCC
bef.Prun (%) aft.Pr.Prun (%) aft.Pt.Prun (%)
Cancer 76.6 77.2 82.53
Balance 60.7 62.3 70.9
Vote 95.21 95.74 96.53
Solar 80 82.64 86.13
Zoo 85.21 86.74 90.08
Nursery 93.66 94.14 96.07
Table 4
Experimental measures [certain case (mean distance)]
Database Dist
bef.Prun aft.Pr.Prun aft.Pt.Prun
Cancer 0.35 0.33 0.29
Balance 0.44 0.43 0.43
Vote 0.24 0.22 0.21
Solar 0.32 0.29 0.27
Zoo 0.31 0.29 0.26
Nursery 0.26 0.25 0.23
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items.
From Table 3, there are also an increase of the mean PCC for all databases. For exam-
ple, in Balance database, the mean PCC is increased from 60.7% to 70.9%. For Solar, the
mean PCC goes from 80% to 86.13%. For Zoo database, the mean PCC is improved from
85.21% to 90.08%.
From Table 4, there are an improvement of distance criterion for all databases. For
Cancer database, there is a good decrease of mean distance from 0.35 to 0.29. For Nursery
database, the distance is improved from 0.26 to 0.23. For Balance database, the mean dis-
tance is sightly decreased from 0.44 to 0.43.
From these tables, we can also conclude that pre-pruning reduces size, increases PCC
and decreases distance criterion for all databases, but not better than our post-pruning
method. For example in Cancer database, the size goes from 274 items to 151 items, the
PCC is increased from 76.6% to 77.2% and the distance is improved from 0.35 to 0.33.
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This section presents diﬀerent results carried out from testing our pruning belief deci-
sion tree methods in averaging and conjunctive approaches on uncertain case.
6.3.2.1. Size. Tables 5–10 compare the mean size of BDT before pruning (Size.bef.Prun_
ave, Size.bef.Prun_conj) with the mean size after pre-pruning (Size.aft.Pr.Prun_ave,
Size.aft.Pr.Prun_conj) and the mean size after our post-pruning methods (Size.aft.Pt.
Prun_ave, Size.aft.Pt.Prun_conj) in both approaches.Table 5
Experimental measures [cancer, uncertain case (mean size)]
Degree of uncertainty Size.bef Size.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 399 352 302 292 82 81
Middle degree 401 357 305 285 87 90
High degree 444 425 321 265 101 125
Mean 414 378 309 280 90 98
Table 6
Experimental measures [balance, uncertain case (mean size)]
Degree of uncertainty Size.bef Size.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 508 489 338 323 139 125
Middle degree 498 456 331 308 147 138
High degree 522 502 373 325 97 109
Mean 509 482 347 318 127 124
Table 7
Experimental measures [vote, uncertain case (mean size)]
Degree of uncertainty Size.bef Size.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 171 202 133 142 75 70
Middle degree 158 173 124 131 56 58
High degree 157 171 111 125 58 67
Mean 162 182 122 132 63 65
Table 8
Experimental measures [solar, uncertain case (mean size)]
Degree of uncertainty Size.bef Size.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 465 483 306 312 215 227
Middle degree 472 496 298 301 224 236
High degree 489 498 317 316 237 245
Mean 475 492 306 309 225 236
Table 9
Experimental measures [zoo, uncertain case (mean size)]
Degree of uncertainty Size.bef Size.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 95 97 63 69 57 61
Middle degree 98 102 71 73 58 57
High degree 113 106 76 75 58 59
Mean 102 101 70 72 57 59
Table 10
Experimental measures [nursery, uncertain case (mean size)]
Degree of uncertainty Size.bef Size.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 456 463 224 230 178 192
Middle degree 453 461 206 213 171 184
High degree 471 469 237 235 166 187
Mean 460 464 222 226 171 187
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well for all degrees of uncertainty for all databases. They lead to a reduction in size better
than pre-pruning.
From Table 5, the mean size of BDT in averaging approach for Cancer database goes
from 414 items to 309 items with pre-pruning and to 90 items with our pruning method
(Fig. 1). In conjunctive approach, the mean size goes from 378 items to 280 items with
pre-pruning and to 90 items with our pruning method (Fig. 2).
For Balance database, is the same thing. The mean size is reduced from 509 items to 347
with pre-pruning and reduced to 127 items with our pruning method in averaging
approach. In conjunctive approach, The size is reduced from 482 items to 318 with pre-
pruning and reduced to 124 items with our pruning method in averaging approach.
For Vote database, the Table 7 shows that our pruning belief decision tree methods
have good results on belief decision tree. The size is improved from 162 items to 122 itemsFig. 1. The mean size of BDT in averaging approach.
Fig. 2. The mean size of BDT in conjunctive approach.
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from 182 items to 132 items with pre-pruning and improved to 65 items in conjunctive
approach.
From these tables, we can also conclude that the size after our post-pruning methods in
both approaches is almost the same for all databases. For example, in Vote database, there
are 63 items in averaging approach and 65 items in conjunctive approach.
6.3.2.2. PCC. Tables 11–16 compare the mean PCC of BDT before pruning (PCC.bef.Pru-
n_ave, PCC.bef.Prun_conj) with the mean PCC after pre-pruning (PCC.aft.Pr.Prun_ave,
PCC.aft.Pr.Prun_conj) and the mean PCC after our post-pruning methods (PCC.aft.Pt.
Prun_ave, PCC.aft.Pt.Prun_conj) in both approaches.Table 11
Experimental measures [cancer, uncertain case (mean PCC)]
Degree of
uncertainty
PCC.bef PCC.aft
Prun_ave
(%)
Prun_conj
(%)
Pr.Prun_ave
(%)
Pr.Prun_conj
(%)
Pt.Prun_ave
(%)
Pt.Prun_conj
(%)
Low degree 67.97 68.81 69.13 71.13 82.38 83.46
Middle degree 67.83 68.18 68.38 70.76 82.54 83.01
Migh degree 66.09 68.1 67.18 70.03 81.29 82.17
Mean 67.29 68.36 68.23 70.64 82.07 82.88
Table 12
Experimental measures [balance, uncertain case (mean PCC)]
Degree of
uncertainty
PCC.bef PCC.aft
Prun_ave
(%)
Prun_conj
(%)
Pr.Prun_ave
(%)
Pr.Prun_conj
(%)
Pt.Prun_ave
(%)
Pt.Prun_conj
(%)
Low degree 58.68 63.41 66.84 68.01 77.81 78.15
Middle degree 58.35 63.36 66.58 67.26 77.78 77.83
High degree 63.1 63.23 66.26 65.84 81.7 83.76
Mean 60 63.33 66.56 67.03 79 79.9
Table 14
Experimental measures [solar, uncertain case (mean PCC)]
Degree of
uncertainty
PCC.bef PCC.aft
Prun_ave
(%)
Prun_conj
(%)
Pr.Prun_ave
(%)
Pr.Prun_conj
(%)
Pt.Prun_ave
(%)
Pt.Prun_conj
(%)
Low degree 78.2 78.51 81.68 81.73 85.28 85.72
Middle degree 77.9 78.23 81.39 81.64 84.97 85.61
High degree 77.87 77.91 81.05 81.02 84.66 85.46
Mean 77.99 78.21 81.36 81.46 84.97 85.59
Table 15
Experimental measures [zoo, uncertain case (mean PCC)]
Degree of
uncertainty
PCC.bef PCC.aft
Prun_ave
(%)
Prun_conj
(%)
Pr.Prun_ave
(%)
Pr.Prun_conj
(%)
Pt.Prun_ave
(%)
Pt.Prun_conj
(%)
Low degree 85.09 85.12 86.78 86.81 90.65 91.94
Middle degree 84.42 84.61 85.92 86.23 89.74 91.36
High degree 83.26 83.43 86.05 86.11 90.02 91.41
Mean 84.25 84.38 86.25 86.38 90.13 91.57
Table 13
Experimental measures [vote, uncertain case (mean PCC)]
Degree of
uncertainty
PCC.bef PCC.aft
Prun_ave
(%)
Prun_conj
(%)
Pr.Prun_ave
(%)
Pr.Prun_conj
(%)
Pt.Prun_ave
(%)
Pt.Prun_conj
(%)
Low degree 94.29 95 94.88 95.78 96.78 98.28
Middle degree 94.08 94.88 94.29 95.21 96 97.76
High degree 92.27 92.47 92.65 93.02 95.33 97.71
Mean 93.67 94.11 93.94 94.43 96 97.91
Table 16
Experimental measures [nursery, uncertain case (mean PCC)]
Degree of
uncertainty
PCC.bef PCC.aft
Prun_ave
(%)
Prun_conj
(%)
Pr.Prun_ave
(%)
Pr.Prun_conj
(%)
Pt.Prun_ave
(%)
Pt.Prun_conj
(%)
Low degree 93.69 93.72 94.58 94.73 95.68 95.84
Middle degree 93.01 93.18 94.19 94.26 94.92 95.13
High degree 92.27 92.29 93.65 93.71 94.73 95.11
Mean 92.99 93.06 94.14 94.23 95.11 95.36
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both approaches lead to an increase PCC for all degrees of uncertainty and for all dat-
abases better than pre-pruning.
For Balance database, the mean PCC from Table 12 is increased from 60% to 66.56%
with pre-pruning and increased to 79% with our pruning method in averaging approach.
Fig. 3. The mean PCC of BDT in averaging approach.
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pruning and increased to 77.9% with our pruning method in averaging approach.
For Solar database, the Table 14 shows that our pruning belief decision tree methods
have good results on BDT. The PCC is improved from 77.99% to 81.36% with pre-pruning
and improved to 84.97% with our pruning method in averaging approach (Fig. 3). The
PCC goes from 78.21% to 81.46% with pre-pruning and goes to 85.59% with our pruning
method in conjunctive approach (Fig. 4).
For Zoo database, the mean PCC is increased from 84.25% to 86.25% with pre-pruning
and increased to 90.13% with our pruning method in averaging approach. In conjunctive
approach, the mean PCC is increased from 83.38% to 86.38% with pre-pruning and
increased to 91.57% with our pruning method in averaging approach.
From these tables, we can conclude that the mean PCC in conjunctive approach is
sightly better than in averaging approach for all databases. For example, in Vote database,
the mean PCC before pruning is 93.67% in averaging approach and 94.11% in conjunctive
approach. After pre-pruning, the PCC in averaging approach is 93.94% and 94.43% in the
second approach. After our pruning method, the PCC is 96% in averaging approach and
97.91% in the other approach. Besides, we can also conclude that in most cases an increase
in the degree of uncertainty leads to a decrease in the PCC.Fig. 4. The mean PCC of BDT in conjunctive approach.
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pruning (Dist.bef.Prun_ave, Dist.bef.Prun_conj) with the mean distance after pre-pruning
(Dist.aft.Pr.Prun_ave, Dist.aft.Pr.Prun_conj) and the mean distance after our post-prun-
ing methods (Dist.aft.Pt.Prun_ave, Dist.aft.Pt.Prun_conj) in both approaches.
From these tables, our pruning belief decision tree methods in both approaches work
well for all degrees of uncertainty and for all databases. They lead to a reduction in dis-
tance better than pre-pruning.Table 17
Experimental measures [cancer, uncertain case (mean distance)]
Degree of uncertainty Dist.bef Dist.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.34 0.29 0.27
Middle degree 0.39 0.39 0.36 0.37 0.32 0.31
High degree 0.41 0.4 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.32
Mean 0.39 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.31 0.3
Table 18
Experimental measures [balance, uncertain case (mean distance)]
Degree of uncertainty Dist.bef Dist.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.35 0.34
Middle degree 0.45 0.42 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.38
High degree 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.4
Mean 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.4 0.39 0.37
Table 19
Experimental measures [vote, uncertain case (mean distance)]
Degree of uncertainty Dist.bef Dist.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.2 0.19
Middle degree 0.26 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.21
High degree 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.21
Mean 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.2
Table 20
Experimental measures [solar, uncertain case (mean distance)]
Degree of uncertainty Dist.bef Dist.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 0.33 0.32 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.25
Middle degree 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.3 0.27 0.25
High degree 0.34 0.34 0.3 0.3 0.27 0.26
Mean 0.33 0.33 0.3 0.29 0.26 0.25
Table 21
Experimental measures [zoo, uncertain case (mean distance)]
Degree of uncertainty Dist.bef Dist.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 0.32 0.31 0.3 0.3 0.24 0.25
Middle degree 0.32 0.3 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.25
High degree 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.3 0.26 0.24
Mean 0.32 0.31 0.3 0.29 0.25 0.24
Table 22
Experimental measures [nursery, uncertain case (mean distance)]
Degree of uncertainty Dist.bef Dist.aft
Prun_ave Prun_conj Pr.Prun_ave Pr.Prun_conj Pt.Prun_ave Pt.Prun_conj
Low degree 0.27 0.27 0.25 0.22 0.2 0.2
Middle degree 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.21 0.21
High degree 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.21
Mean 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.2
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0.39 to 0.36 with pre-pruning and to 0.31 with our pruning method. In conjunctive
approach, the mean distance goes from 0.38 to 0.36 with pre-pruning and to 0.3 with
our pruning method. For Balance database, is the same thing. The distance is reduced
from 0.43 to 0.41 with pre-pruning and to 0.39 with our pruning method in averaging
approach. In conjunctive approach, The distance is improved from 0.41 to 0.4 with pre-
pruning and to 0.37 with our pruning method.
For Vote database, the Table 19 shows that our pruning belief decision tree methods
have good results on belief decision tree. The distance decreased from 0.25 to 0.24 with
pre-pruning and to 0.21 with our pruning method in averaging approach (Fig. 5). The dis-
tance is improved from 0.24 to 0.22 with pre-pruning and to 0.2 with our pruning method
in conjunctive approach (Fig. 6).
From these tables, we can also conclude that the distance in conjunctive approach is
sightly better than the distance in averaging approach for all databases. For example, inFig. 5. The mean distance of BDT in averaging approach.
Fig. 6. The mean distance of BDT in conjunctive approach.
592 S. Trabelsi et al. / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 568–595Balance database, the distance before pruning is 0.43 in averaging approach and 0.41 in
conjunctive approach. After pre-pruning is 0.41 in averaging approach and 0.4 in second
approach. After post-pruning is 0.39 in averaging approach and is 0.37 in the other
approach.
6.3.3. Computational complexity
In this section, we describe the complexity analysis of the three procedures to construct
BDT. The complexity of building the tree without pruning and with pre-pruning is
Oðmn log nÞ where n is the number of training instances and m is the number of attributes.
With post-pruning, we add the complexity of MCCP OðNÞ which N is the number of
nodes in the tree. The table 23 shows the time complexity of learning BDT without prun-
ing, with pre-pruning and after post-pruning for the diﬀerent databases. Note that the time
complexity is almost the same for the diﬀerent degrees of uncertainty and with very small
diﬀerences between averaging and conjunctive approaches.
From this table, we can conclude that the time complexity of the construction of BDT
with pre-pruning is the lowest. It is better than without pruning and with post-pruning for
all databases, this is explained by the fact that the pre-pruning approach controls the
growing of the BDT. On the other hand, the time complexity of the construction of
BDT with post-pruning is obviously the highest since, post-pruning approach starts the
pruning of the tree after the building. However, the diﬀerence between the time complexity
of the three procedures is not very high for all databases. The diﬀerences are 20 s, 16 s, 6 s,Table 23
Experimental measures (time complexity of learning BDT)
Database Time (s)
bef.Prun aft.Pr.Prun aft.Pt.Prun
Cancer 136 120 156
Balance 123 112 139
Vote 111 105 117
Solar 142 131 160
Zoo 91 80 103
Nursery 323 245 386
Fig. 7. The time complexity of learning BDT.
S. Trabelsi et al. / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 568–595 59318 s, 12s and 63 s respectively for Cancer, Balance, Vote, Solar, Zoo and Nursery dat-
abases between building BDT after post-pruning and without pruning (Fig. 7).
Note that for the classiﬁcation phase, we have found that the time complexity using
BDT after post-pruning is the best since the post-pruning gives a best reduction in size
more than pre-pruning.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented our pruning belief decision tree methods in averaging
and conjunctive approaches with the objective to reduce the size of the induced tree and
improve the classiﬁcation accuracy in an uncertain context. Pruning is a way to cope with
the problem of overﬁtting. Then, we have presented the diﬀerent results obtained from
simulations and that have been performed on real databases. These experimentations have
shown interesting results for the performance of our post-pruning methods comparing
with BDT without pruning and with pre-pruning.
Regarding the interesting results obtained in this work, we could propose further works
that may be done to improve our pruning method. So, we propose to develop other prun-
ing BDT methods based on other standard pruning methods. we can also apply the post-
pruning approach to the BDT developed in [6,30,31] and compare it with their pre-pruning
strategy. It will be also interesting to extend the belief decision tree approach to handle
continuous attributes and the uncertainty in attributes values in the training set.
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